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EAT CLOC
By Stephen A. Martin
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rchibald Knox, the renowned designer often identified Viking, Celtic, and Neolithic, a complex mixture that is an essential

fi {"ru LH as the crearive force behind British ArtNotreau (fgure ingredient of the Isle of Man even today. Throughout his life, Knox

M1).c l idnotconsiderhimse1fBr i t ishandEngI ish,butwou1dspendhourswanderingtheIs1e,studyingi tsbeaut i fu1andcon.

$ffiffi rarher Manx and Celtic. His design aesthetic was first stantly changing climatic effects, mystical ambience, and the abundant

and foremost determined by these deeply

internalized cultural connections, which

were nowhere more apparent than in the

great clocks ofhis "Liberry Period."

Knox was born in 1864 on the Isle of

Man, a tiny island (31 square miles) lying in

the Irish Sea. Despite its small size and

unlike its far larger cousin, England, Man

was spared Roman devastation and retained

visible and abundant connections to earlier

cultures, including the Neolithic and Celtic,

and also to the lat€r Mking culture. The

Celts used their design vocabulary (which,

in fact, derived from line ornaments on

Neolithic standing stones, tomb walls, and

potter/) to embellish their metalwork,

srone carvings, and coinage. ln the

medieval period, Christian missionaries

adapted Ceitic designs for their own use in

manuscript illuminations, funerary sculp-

ture, and archirectural decorarion, trans-

forming them into what could be termed

Celtic-Christian ornarnents. For Knox, a devoutly religious man who

was also sensitive to the pagan world, to be Marx was to be Christian,

ruins-all of which would later inspire his
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Knoxt approach to design was bravely

individual and imbued with the poetry of

an ancient spirit. He interwove the various

cuitural themes of Man through his work

like leitmotivs through a classical sympho-

ny. Sometimes they came together in dra-

matic harmony, but occasionally each

would emerge to assert its fundamental

voice. In addition, Knox had the abiliry to

integrate these primal melodies into the

"tonal" structure of modernism just as it

was breaking free from late nineteenth-

century fussiness and moving towards

abstraction. Although the majoriry of

Knox's work was for worldly patrons-

Liberty and his urbane constituency, for

example-his designs always retained

references to his Manx, Celtic-Christian

heritage. And although he worked in

London for important but brief periods,

his geographical and spiritual roots continued to nourish his con-

tribution to modern British design.
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ARCF{IBALD KNOX
This page: Figure 1. C. T Holdizg Archibald Knox, 1912, in a Knox designed copper /iame, c. 1900- 1905, height 26". Collection of Dn Stephen A. Martin
(hereajler Martin Collectian.) Opposite page. Lefi, figure 2. Archibald Knon, Great Clock, pentter and abalone, height 14", c. 1902-05, Martin Collection.

Right, Figure 3. Archibald Knox, Great Clock, pewter and abalone, height 15 1/8", c. 1902-05. Photo courtet) ofCbristie\ Images.

Srephen A. Martin, PsyD., is a Jungian analyst and clinical psychologist. He was the ediror of a monograph on the life and worh of Archibald Knox, pub-

lished. in 1995, and the cl-curator of the frst intemationally recognized one-man Knox exhibition. This artich, dedicated to his fiend and mentor John

Jesse, is adapredfom his forthcoming book, Archit:aJd Knox, an expanded uersion of 1995 publication with more than 200 additional cokr images and

seuen new essqts, to be published by ArtMedia Press, Lond.on, in Fa/l, 2000.
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he Celtic-Christian spirit emerges

most strongly in Knoxt silver, pewter,

and ceramic creations throueh his

imaginative and varied use of the entrelac,

cousin to the linear knotted element that is

the cornerstone of the medieval Celtic

design. He would have seen many examples

on Manx monuments, as well as on the

pages of illuminated manuscripts such as the

Bool<s of Durrow and of Kells (f.gure 6).

However, by imbuing his knots with an

asymmetrical sinuosiry, Knox transformed

the ancient into the modern. He employed

t-he entrelac to its greatest expressive potential

in jewelry designs lfigure 7). There he caused

its lines to become solid and animated, as if

lifting them off of the medieval parchment

in a whirlwind of gold and silver that could

double back, corner, dive under themselves,

and reemerge in breathtaking, intelligent

diversity. The enrelac was incorporated as a

design element in other media as well (figures

8, 9).In each case, his variation on the ele-

ment completed the design, giving all a

beautiful common language.

As important as this aspect of the

Celtic-Christian vocabulary was to Knoxt

jewelry designs, it is a broader, more inclu-

sive Manx spirit that distinguished his largest

and most profound objects, the great clocks

of his "Liberry Period" (1900-1905). If line

and its play define the entrelac, then that and

much more, including volume, shape and

presence determine the emotional power of

the great clocks. Knox found his inspiration

for them in the standing stones and the

crosses that populate the Manx countryside.

Inseparable from and defining the Manx

consciousness, these monuments combine

the Neolithic, Celtic, Christian, and Viking,

bearing witness to the forces of history that

converged on the island. They are to be

found on sacred hills, in working fields and

especially in and around the many Manx

churches built on what may have been

ancient places of power.

Knox's familiariry with the stones and

crosses of Man (fgures 4, 5) ts well docu-

mented.l As a child, he would have known

them from visiting Braddan Kirk near his

home, as well as more distant churches that

also served as repositories for long-fallen or

broken religious markers. The stones and

crosses were certainly central players in his

archaeological studies and creative style. As a

student, Knox included observations about

Manx monuments in a variety of sources-

from an Art Master's exam to articles pub-

lished in contemporary decorative arts jour-

nals such as The Builder. He was fascinated

by their abstract shapes, monumental out-

lines and strangely carved surfaces, especial-

ly as they appeared when viewed against the

mercurial light of the Manx s\y.



he great clocks are those lew pewter

clocks, which, unlike their smaller

kin, are clearly intended to dominate

space both by virtue of largeness of scale and

austeriry of design. The great clocks average

approximately 14" in height, while the clocks

for table, desk, or nightstand can be as small as

4112" and rarely exceed 8". Instead of employ-

ing the winding tendrils, applied knotted

designs, and intricate enamelwork that impart

a jewel-like preciousness and striking beaury to

his small clock (f.gure 11-13), Knox relied on

shape, the soft sheen of pewter, gende ham-

mering on numerals. and. in some inslances.

the strategic placement of abalone to achieve

his ends here. And what ends they are. These

clocls have an almost anthropomorphic pres-

ence, a personJike energy making them

companions for their owners, rather than stun-

was designed while he was in residence at

Sulby, on the Isle of Man. Knox's cross clocks

are ornamented with pewter flanges flanking

their tall, robust bodies. The flanges extend

a third of the way down from gendy round-

ed rectangular crowns. The resulting cruci-

form designs are clearly Christian in charac-

ter. Indeed the populariry of this rype could

be attributed to its resemblance to several

extant Manx crosses. Known cross c/ock

examples are ornamente d with chased

Roman numerals on planished pewter bod-

ies. Each of the bodies is further embellished

with a pair of parallel columns, each com-

posed of six small  circular plaques of

abalone shell that descend from the center

of the clock's face nearly to i ts base,

although rare variations with copper numer-

als or without abalone plaques are known.

Christ's sacrifice and redemption. This is

indeed, life made majestic and profound.

The design of the next clock, (fgure j),

although it is not necessarily next in chrono-

logical sequence of design, seems to be more

abstract. I t  is Knoxt largest clock (15 1/8" in

height), perhaps the largest pewter object of

any sort among his designs. Known in only

three or four examples, it seems an inverse of

the cross clock. Instead of appending trans-

verse wings to a rectangular volume, thereby

creating an upright cross, Knox begins these

flanges one third of the way down from the

head of the clock and extends them to the

base, giving the body the overall impression

of an upside-down cross. He deploys

abalone differently than in the previous

example, placing two rounded triangular

plaques at the upp€r tips of the flanges and

@
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Opposite page: Lfi top and bottorn, fgures 4 and 5. Manx crosses and stones. Photo couttesy of Manx National Heritage. Rigbt, fgure 5. The Incamational Initial,

The Book of Kells, earlt ninth century. Photo courtery of the Board of Triniry College, Dublin. Tltis page: Lfi, fgure 7. Archibald Kna:c, Necklace, gold and opal,

c. 1902-05. Martin Collection. Centnfgure 8. Arcltibald Knox,Decanter, silaet', heigltt. 11", 1904. Glasslrrser. fuJames Potaell eb Sons of Whit{riars,
Binningham, Libet"4, & Co. Martin Collection. Right, fgure 9. Archibalzl Knox, Garden Seat, ghzed stonaaare, height 24", c. 1902-1905. Compto?z Pottery for
Libcrn 6 Co. Martin Collcction.

ning but deferential timekeepers. Production

numbers are always hard to estimate when it

comes to metalwork of the Liberry Period, but,

ifauction records and anecdotal private infor-

mation are any indication, the small cloctr<s

outnumber the great clocks by many multiples

to one. In fact, only three or four examples of

most of the great clocks that I shali discuss are

known to exist.

Knox's famous cross cbck (figure 2) is rhe

type most literally inspired by Manx monu-

ments. Like all of his great clocks, this one

The combination of the size, the sacred cru-

ciform shape, and its unexpected numbered

face, give this clock an almost mystical feel-

ing. By juxtaposing the soft sheen of

unadorned, inert metal, with inlays of shell,

a material from the living world, Knox

brings together the notion ofthe eternal and

the temporal in a way that transcends our
"secular" sense of time. He seems to have

added a layer of meaning sugg€sting the

fragility of human lives floating upon and

being reflected in the monumentality of

another two on either side ofthe body, both

invisible when the clock is viewed head-on.

If the quantity, placement, and visibility of

abalone on pewter signify the presence of

life on earth, then this clock stands for an

earlier stage of creation. It would seem that

the cross clocks' dtstinct references to Celtic-

Christian mystery have been overlaid with

the more ancient creative instinct expressed in

Neolithic menhirs, the larger-than-human

sized monoliths that are the island companions

of the stone crosses. The formidable size, the
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eerie outline and stark, formal simplicity sug-

gest that this clock is keeping a different sort of

time, one far older and less civilized, but no

less a part of the human psyche. V/hat anchors

this clock in the realm of modern experience

are its chased Arabic numerals, which seem to

emerge gently from the power{irl simpliciry of

a time before knowing, just as modern con-

sciousness has been born from unrecorded

ancestral depths. The clock's hands, inlaid with

abalone, seem to symbolize the evanescent

radiance oflife as it traverses the sacred round

of being.

Knox's interest in abstraction is also evi-

dent in his only known wall clock (fgure 14),

a rounded triangular object similar in shape

to the abalone olaoues mentioned above and

an ancient warrior's shield, and the sculpted

stone heads of this period, all of which

would have been known to Knox.

Vith the fourth and perhaps most

beautiful of his great clocks (fgure 10, see

couer), Knox achieves even greater abstrac-

tion, weaving together what has come

before-the Neolithic, Celtic, Christian,

and Viking-with what was to be his design

future: Modernism. Here, he has abstracted

cross and menhir to their logical, archeq'p-

al essences, by combining and reducing

them to a single, stunningly simple vertical

rectangle. By constructing the front with a

three-part design consisting ofnarrow panel

flanked by two wider panels, he balances

the vertical thrust of the body with design

\fhile Knox's Celtic-Christian and

Manx design references are somewhat idiosyn-

cratic, his place in the mainstream of modern

design is secure. This becomes clear when his

great clocks are compared to examples by

acknowledged contemporary masters of the

genre. \Titness the Willow Tea Room clock,

designed by Charles Rennie Mackintosh in

Glasgow in 1903 (fgure 1Z), at about the same

time Knox was designing the last example.

Both designers achieve monumenta.liqF by use

of verticals and quadratic shapes, although

Mackintosh deploys them differently than

Knox, using vertical columns of squares that

run up the face and sides ofthe clock resolving

in a simple, huge, circle-within-a-square pol-

ished steel face with brass numerals. The effect

not unlike the shape and size of a human

face. Measuring approximately 11" across by

3 Il3" deep, it is a powerful presence when

hanging upon and projecting from the wall.

It seems that here again Knox has blended the

Christian with the mixture of influences that

is the essence of the Isle of Man. The trian-

gular shape echoes the incised decorative bor-

ders at the tops of some Celtic-Christian

stones and, given Knox's Anglo-Catholic sen-

sibiliry it may also be viewed as a reference to

the three-fold mystery of the Catholic

Godhead (Father, Son and Holy Spirit). Yet

at the same time, the triangular facelike form

is reminiscent of life-sized pre-Christian

Celtic funerary masks made of beaten gold,
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elements that draw the eye outward. Is he

also referencing the three-fold nature of the

Tiinity? His placement of six quadratic

abalone plaques on the front, four square

and nvo rectangular, suggests that he has

subdued the mystical in favor of the secular

angulariry. As if to underscore this further,

Knox chased each side with a knife-sharp,

downwardly pointing trapezoidal panel,

punctuated at the top by yet another small

rectangle of abalone shell. Viewed as a

whole, this clock seems to embody two

quintessential modern lsndsn6ls5-1hs u5s

of "the square within a square" and the

desire for machine-like precision-with

magnificent results.

is stunning. Mackintosh creates a true mono-

lith, yet one very related to Knox's own small-

er example. Both are strikingly modern,

eschewing the languid and the sinuous of Art

Nouveau for the grounded power of the

square and the rectangle.

Couer: Figure 10. Archibald lfuac Great Clock,
peuter and abalone, height 13 1/2", c. 1902-05,
Martin Collection. Photo courtes! of Chri:tie\
Images. This page: Lefi, figure 11. ArchibaLl
Knox, Clock, peuter and enamel, height 8", c,
1902-05. Martin Collection. Center, fgure 12.
1902-1905, peluter, abalone, height 6 1/2"
Priuate Collection Right, fgure 13. Archibald
Knox, Clock, peruter and enamel, height 8", t.
1 902-05. Martin Collection.
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ff*'turther comparison leads inevitably ro

ffii rhe Wiener Verktdtre. the Viennese

ff i-  workshop where Josef HoFFmann.

Koloman Moser, and other artists found the

square, the rectangle, and the vertical to be req-

uisite design elements ffigura 14, 15).Though

at times more decorative and classica.l than

their Anglo-Saxon counterparts (note the use

of columns in some instances), these clocks

were contemporaneous with Knoxt and

Mackintosht, and obeyed the same modernist

imperatives: the predominance of the rectilin-

ear, increasing reliance on primary forms, and

movement towards abstraction. This is

nowhere more evident than in their handling

of the numerals. A comparison ajnong exam-

ples by Knox, Hoffrnann, and Moser indicates

a trend from representational numbers to

abstract numerical symbols. It is as if another

kind of timelessness were being implied, not of

the unrecorded past, but of the unlimited

future. In addition, all of their clock designs

incorporate Arts and Crafts elements in the

hands: the heart shape is used by Knox and

Mackintosh, while the sqylized ieaf shape is

preferred by the Viennese. In light ofsuch par-

allels, one wonders if there was cross-pollina-

tion beween Knox and the others, just as there

was benveen Mackintosh and the Viennese.2

The deceptively simple rectangular clock

pictured in figure 10 is one of Knox's most his-

torically important objects, giving the feeling

of culminating integration, one in which the

other gredt chcks play an essential part, an

inner world of his Marx imagination and his

role as a master modern desisner. It is an inte-

gration that helped steer the revivaiist Iate

nineteenth century into the iconoclastic early

twentieth. Emerging from a design vocabulary

informed by his personal heritage, aII the great

cbcks represent a major leap forward with inti-

mations of Cubism, the Bauhaus, De Stijl, Art

Deco, the Machine Age and even of post-

modern sympathies. \X/hi le mysterious in spir-

tt, rhe great c/ocks arc also simply great ckcks,

successful not only as tours de force of design

but also as functional objects. They secure

Knox's place as a visionary artist, his discerning

eye able to glimpse an unfolding future within

the elusive remnants of a remote age. It is a

vision born of the enormous spirit of a tiny

island ca.lled Man, in the middle of the Irish

Sea, half way between this world and the next;

a vision that would influence the trajectory of

a new inrernariona.l aesthetic. tr

Opposite page: Figure 14. Archibald Knox, Great
Clock (wall-hnngrye), pewtel and abalone, utidth
11", c. 1902-05. Martin Collection. Barhground.
ArchibaLl Knox, Dravings of Manx monuments

Jinm British pubhcation, The Builder, 1893, This
page: Tbp W f7"rt 15. Josef Hoffmann for the
'Wienn Werhsilitte, Clock, copper on brass, siluer

face, height 8 1/8", 1903. Photo courtery of Wiener
Kunstauhtionen. Top rigltt, fgure 16. Kohman
Moser, for the-Wiener Werkstiitte, Clock, siluer and

gbss, height 12 1/4 ". 1904. Photo courtesy of
'Wiener Kunstauktionen. Bottom, fgure 17.

Charles Rmnie Mackintosh, Clock for the V4llow
Tea Room, Glagoa oali, polished steel face, brass

numerab, metal and cohred gLus huerts, glmed
door; height 74", Photo courteql of the Hunteri,an
Collection, Uniaersity of GLugon.

1 Stephen A. Martin, ed. Archibald Knax (London: Academy Editions), 1995.
2\(/ernerJ. Schweiger, WeinerrWerkstdtte: Design inVienna, 1903-1932 (NewYork: Abbeville Pres$, 1984.
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